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GPS Tracking  
 

If you ever worry about where your teen is taking your 
new car, children or elderly parents are, a crook 
running away with your purse, or anybody going where 
they shouldn’t -- then now is the time to discover Safe Diva Defense 
incredible new GPS tracking solution.  
 
This discreet and compact GPS device will allow you to know the location 
of anything you want at all times. Utilizing hyper-accurate GPS technology, the device can help you track anything 
from your car to your children all in real time. This premium GPS receiver is quick to fix locations while the quad 
band GPRS/GSM subsystem boasts first-rate sensitivity across 850/900/1200/1900 MHz frequencies. 
 
Additionally, the proprietary Safe Diva Defense tracking platform allows you to track locations and receive periodic 
updates as often as five seconds or more. The updates can be set up using Safe Diva Defense.com to be delivered 
straight to your computer, tablet or smartphone, ensuring you can stay up to speed no matter where you are minute 
by minute up to 5 second increments. To enhance battery life and speed tracking accuracy, the GL-300 device 
features a built-in accelerometer that allows it to detect motion and adjust its on/off status according to whether the 
device is moving. 
 
Finally, the included Safe Diva Defense platform allows users to easily deploy a geofence. What this means is that 

you can define an area on your map and then receive alerts as the device enters 
or leaves that area. Want to make sure nobody’s driving your car onto the 
highway? Geofence off your neighborhood and you’ll receive an alert the moment 
it leaves those boundaries. 
 
All of the above features combine to create one of the most advanced GPS 
tracking solutions on the market. The Safe Diva Defense real time tracking plan 
requires no contract or activation fee and can be stopped or started at any time. 
The monthly subscription (starting at $25 a month)! 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
Personal GPS 

$99.95 

Vehicle GPS  
$99.95

 

http://www.safedivadefense.com/
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